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Ancient Chinese poetry is the essence of traditional Chinese culture, but also the
bright pearl of world’s culture and art. As ancient poetry is an special linguistic form
which is unique to Chinese, it plays an irreplaceable role in the process of
disseminating and inheriting Chinese culture. So we should introduce ancient Chinese
poetry to foreign students as an essential content.
Teaching Chinese as a foreign language at first is the popularization of language,
and language is the carrier of culture, so a language will be a stagnant water without
livingness if there is no cultural nourishment. Chinese culture is firmly rooted in the
Chinese language and make it become a special marker of our country and nation.
Ancient Chinese poetry is the essence of Chinese culture which has five thousand
years history. Some of the poetry recreat the farming culture that men at their ploughs,
women at their looms; and some show up the culture of Confucianism, Buddhism and
Taoism which throughout Chinese long history; and some reflect the Chinese peculiar
clan concept; some describe Chinese rich and colorful customs. All of these show the
unique charm of Chinese ancient poetry and communication value of art in itself. In
addition to the profound cultural connotation, the characteristics of ancient poetry will
also have a positive effect of teaching Chinese, such as catchy rhyme, artistic beauty
and strong narrative. Thus, putting the ancient poetry to the class of teaching Chinese
as a foreign language, the students can not only study the unique Chinese but also can
know the Chinese rich culture from a special angle.
This thesis consists of five chapters.
Chapter One is introduction. It introduces the origin，significance，study range of
this issue and summarizes the previous studies on this issue. Besides these, this part
puts forward the innovation and shortages of this thesis.
Chapter Two analysis the advantages of ancient poetry itself and the the needs of
the ancient poetry cultural textbooks to demonstrate the necessity of compiling the















Chapter Three derives the works of selection criteria in ancient poetry cultural
textbook, which is based on the analysis of the compiling purpose of the textbook and
the previous study on cultural teaching materials. And using the standards as a guide,
recommend some specific poetry works.
Chapter Four give out the design of the ancient poetry textbook and explains the
compiling of the textbook. Lastly, this chapter offers an example of the textbook and
an example of the teacher’s book.
Chapter Five is the conclusion. This chapter sums up the useful part of this thesis,
with a view to helping the culture teaching of the ancient Chinese poetry. And it also
points out the shortage of the study, hoping that can be better in the future study.
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的学者对其进行翻译，如：在美国，有诗人庞德（Ezra Pound）在 20 世纪初翻
译的《神州集》（Cathay,1915）、弗莱彻（W.J.Bainbridgenetcher）翻译的《中
国诗歌精华》（Gems from Chinese Verse,1918）和《中国诗歌精华续编》（More
Gems from Chinese Verse，1919）、宾纳（Witter Bynner）与江亢虎合译的《群
山玉头：唐诗三百首》（The Jade Mountain Being Three Hundred Poems of the
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统计，100 多个国家的 2500 多万人在中国各级各类的教学机构中学习汉语，同
时，有越来越多的外国留学生渴望到中国留学。这些留学生在中国学习汉语的同
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